
ABOUT MAKESNDOES 

Formed in 2013 by husband and wife Nick Di Gaetano and Teddy Ivanova Makesndoes is a DIY 
production company that creates live shows, video and music with a focus on speculative 
fiction. We produce all materials “in-house” with a tight group of collaborators “MAKING” and 
“DOING” everything ourselves in order to give our work a unique aesthetic that is fearless, 
inventive and irreverent. Through a mix of artistic disciplines we create pieces that prize direct 
address, liveness and resourcefulness while tackling big issues through a comedic lens. We 
seek to bridge the gap between understanding and fear with a deep belief that songs and 
stories can change the world, that audiences want to transcend their own experiences and that 
good entertainment is as challenging and full of questions as it is funny and exciting. 
Makesndoes premiered their first full-length show Unbridled Futurism on the Canadian Fringe 
Circuit in 2017.

TEAM BIOS 

Nick Di Gaetano - Creator, Performer, Musician, Producer 

Nick Di Gaetano is a Toronto-based comedian and musician whose performance/creation 
career includes clown shows, puppet shows, improv shows, shows for children, punk/hardcore 
bands, performance art, voice over and a ton of original music for stage, film and recorded 
mediums. He lives in the uncomfortable place where weird, sad and irreverent collide and is a 
self-described professional collaborator and renaissance (hu)man. He is the lead Artistic 
Producer with makesndoes, the Co-Artistic Director of Mi Casa Theatre in Ottawa, an Associate 
Artist with The Old Trout Puppet Workshop in Calgary and a Resident Artist at the Bad Dog 
Comedy Theatre in Toronto. 

Teddy Ivanova - Producer, Stage Manager, Performer 

Teddy Ivanova is a Toronto-based actor, writer, improviser, and puppeteer who has toured 
across Canada collaborating on theatre, sketch comedy, improv, dance, and interdisciplinary 
projects. She is an Artistic Producer with makesndoes and is an Associate Artist with The Old 
Trout Puppet Workshop who’s credits include: The Unlikely Birth of Istvan, Trunk Puppet, The 
Tooth Fairy and their newest production Jabberwocky. Other credits include: Inclement 
Weather (Mi Casa Theatre), Snapshot (Gruppo Rubato) and Radioheaded 1+2 (One Yellow 
Rabbit). She is a graduate of the University of Calgary with a BFA in Theatre. 

Matt Ouimet - Bass 

Matt Ouimet is an Emmy nominated composer, multi-instrumentalist, songwriter, engineer, 
producer and nice guy. He’s written/writes feature music and score for SESAME WORKSHOP, 
DISNEY, NICKELODEON, TELETOON and more. He currently provides score and songs for 
“Go Away, Unicorn!” (Disney) and writes songs for “Esme & Roy” (HBO). You can catch him 
 playing live with various acts including (most recently): JEREMY FISHER, HAWKSLEY 
WORKMAN, THE SUPER AWSOME CLUB and FRIENDS ON FRIENDS. Matt thinks it’s 
kookoobananas that voices from his cartoon watching past have sung songs he’s written, some 
of those humans are: Candy Milo (Tiny Toon Adventures, Cow and Chicken, Rugrats, Jimmy 
Neutron), Paul Rugg (Animaniacs, Freakazoid, Pinky and the Brain, Kung Fu Panda), Tom 
Wilson (Back to the Future, Freaks and Geeks, Spongebob SquarePants), Matt 
Jones (Breaking Bad, Sanjay and Craig, Adventure Time), John DiMaggio (Futurama, Zootopia), 
Kevin MacDonald (Kids in the Hall, Lilo and Stitch, Seinfeld, Fish Hooks), Nikky Payne (Comedy 
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Inc, Winnipeg Comedy Festival), Kurtwood Smith (That 70’s Show, RoboCop, Rambo III, 24), 
Patton Oswalt (Archer, BoJack Horseman, King of Queens), Andrew WK (Party) and Michael 
Therriault (Total Recall, Cult of Chucky, Heroes Reborn). 

Alex Tindal - Synths, Guitar, Brass 

Alex Tindal is a writer and actor, known for Baroness Von Sketch Show (2016), Porch 
Stories (2014) and Versus Valerie (2013). He is a multi-instrumentalist and teaches improv at 
the Bad Dog Comedy Theatre. 

Mike Lee - Drums 

Mike is a drummer and multi-instrumentalist based in Toronto with a background in improv 
comedy and classical music.   He has studied various forms of music, drama, dance, and visual 
arts while in the nine-year Claude Watson Arts Program, majoring in violin.  He later studied 
improv comedy, musical improv, and sketch comedy extensively at The Second City TC and 
Bad Dog Theatre Co. Mike most enjoys collaborating with different artists and groups as a 
drummer, allowing him to integrate aspects learned in music, improv, and the arts. He can be 
seen performing with bands James King & the Midnight Hours and The Haunted Lovers, and 
acting and playing a variety of instruments in the 2018 tour of Hastings the Musical (Tweed & 
Co).  

Freddie Rivas - Garbage Earth Nick 
Freddie Rivas is an actor, comedian and puppeteer from Toronto. Credits include 
CBC’s True Dating Stories and According To Kids, NBA TV’s The Line Up and web 
series Versus Valerie and The Beaverton’s Very Very Early Morning Coffee. He has 
performed in some fun festivals including Just For Laughs, JFL42, Field Trip, Spur, 
Puppets UP!, and NXNE, amongst others. Freddie's is the co-creator and co-host of 
his hit monthly show at Comedy Bar, Rapp Battlez. Freddie is also the host and creator 
of the very-super-duper successful Raptors comedy basketball podcast, Confederacy 
of Dunks.


Mark Andrada - Light Design 
Mark Andrada is a Canadian Comedy Award winning performer/writer/director. On 
stage Mark originated the role of Swan/Chief in the World Premier of Trey Parker’s 
Cannibal! The Musical. He has also worked as a puppeteer for The Canadian Opera 
Company, and as a clown for Canadian Stage, Zero Gravity Circus, and (with a terrific 
amount of unsuccess and irony) at a comedy club called Clownz in Quezon City in the 
Philippines. Mark has performed sketch and improv comedy as a member of The 
Second City for 4 whole months on a cruise ship. Film and TV appearances include: 
Man of the Year (Universal), Man Seeking Woman (FX), 12 Monkeys (Syfy), Murdoch 
Mysteries (CBC), Odd Squad (PBS), Covert Affairs (NBC/USA Network).

Mark is also a dilettante lighting designer and worked on Off Broadway On Stage 
(Angelwalk), Stephan Maccio In Concert (JLE) and one time, Mark designed the lights 
for Dinosaurs Unearthed! a touring animatronic dinosaur exhibit that debut at the 
Detroit Science Centre.   

Mark also DJs Poetry Slams, Rap Battles, and Improv Comedy Shows. Wish him luck.
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